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ABSTRACT

Many studies show that, when Internet links go up or
down, the dynamics of BGP may cause several minutes
of packet loss. The loss occurs even when multiple paths
between the sender and receiver domains exist, and is un-
warranted given the high connectivity of the Internet.

Our objective is to ensure that Internet domains stay
connected as long as the underlying network is connected.
Our solution, R-BGP works by pre-computing a few strate-
gically chosen failover paths. R-BGP provably guarantees
that a domain will not become disconnected from any des-
tination as long as it will have a policy-compliant path to
that destination after convergence. Surprisingly, this can
be done using a few simple and practical modifications to
BGP, and, like BGP, requires announcing only one path per
neighbor. Simulations on the AS-level graph of the current
Internet show that R-BGP reduces the number of domains
that see transient disconnectivity resulting from a link fail-
ure from 22% for edge links and 14% for core links down
to zero in both cases.

1 INTRODUCTION

It has long been known that during convergence, BGP,
the Internet interdomain routing protocol, causes packet
loss and transient disconnectivity. For example, Labovitz
et al. show that a route change generates, on average, 30%
packet loss for as long as two minutes [21]. Wang et al. re-
port that a single routing event can produce hundreds of
loss bursts, and some bursts may last for up to 20 sec-
onds [34]. Both popular IP addresses with a lot of traffic
as well as unpopular addresses suffer temporary discon-
nectivity because of BGP dynamics [24, 30]. Furthermore,
BGP causes much of the lasting transient failures that af-
fect Internet usability; our recent paper [20] shows that half
of VoIP outages occur within 15 minutes of a BGP update.

BGP often loses connectivity even when the underly-
ing network continuously has a path between the sender
and the receiver. Indeed, in the above studies, the under-
lying network continuously has such a path. The Internet
topology is known for its high redundancy, even when con-
sidering only policy compliant interdomain paths [13, 35].
Hence, transient disconnectivity due to protocol dynamics
is unwarranted. The objective of this work isto ensure that
Internet domains are continuously connected as long as
policy compliant paths exist in the underlying network.

Past work in this area has focused purely on shrinking

convergence times [9, 18, 28, 33]. Such approaches, how-
ever, are intrinsically limited by the size of the Internet and
the complexity of the BGP protocol.

We take a fundamentally different approach. We focus
on protecting data forwarding. Instead of trying to reduce
the period of convergence, we isolate the data plane from
any harmful effects that convergence might cause. Specif-
ically, while waiting for BGP to converge to the preferred
route, we set the data plane to forward packets on pre-
computed failover paths. Thus, packet forwarding can con-
tinue unaffected throughout convergence.

Our failover design addresses two important challenges:

(a) Ensuring Low Overhead: The size and connectivity
of the Internet make a naive advertisement of alternate
failover paths unscalable. Announcing multiple paths to
each neighbor could lead to explosion of the routing state,
and announcing even a single failover path per neighbor
could lead to excessive update traffic. Instead, in our de-
sign, a domain announces only one failover path to one
strategic neighbor.

(b) Guaranteeing Continuous Connectivity:The real dif-
ficulty in using failover paths lies in ensuring connectivity
while progressing from the failover state to the final con-
verged state. Inconsistent state across Internet domains can
cause forwarding loops, or lead domains to believe that no
path to the destination exists even when such a path does
exist. We address the consistency problem by annotating
BGP updates with a small amount of information that pre-
vents transient routing loops and ensures that forwarding
is never updated based on inconsistent state.

Our solution, R-BGP (Resilient BGP), needs only a
few simple and practical changes to current BGP. It pre-
computes a few strategically chosen failover paths and main-
tains enough state consistency across domains to ensure
continuous path availability. R-BGP has these properties:

• Two domains areprovablynever disconnected by the
dynamics of interdomain BGP, as long as the underly-
ing network has a policy compliant path between them.

• Like BGP, R-BGP advertises only one path per neigh-
bor, and thus the number of updates it produces is on a
par with BGP.
We evaluate R-BGP using simulations over the actual

Internet AS topology. Our empirical results show that, when
a link fails, R-BGP reduces the number of domains tem-
porarily disconnected by the dynamics of interdomain BGP
from 22% for edge links and 14% for core links down to
zero in both cases. Even in the worst case when multiple



link failures affect both the primary and the corresponding
failover path, R-BGP avoids 80% of the disconnectivity
seen with BGP. Furthermore, R-BGP achieves this perfor-
mance with message overhead comparable to BGP and re-
duced convergence times.

Ensuring that routing protocols recover from link fail-
ures with minimal losses is an important research problem
with direct impact on application performance. Significant
advances have been made in supporting sub-second recov-
ery and guaranteed failover for intradomain routing in both
IP and MPLS networks [11, 27, 31, 32], but none of these
solutions apply to the interdomain problem. The main con-
tribution of this paper is to provide immediate recovery
guarantees for interdomain routing, using scalable, practi-
cal and provably correct mechanisms.

2 BGP BACKGROUND

The Internet is composed of multiple networks, called
domains or autonomous systems (ASes). ASes use the Bor-
der Gateway Protocol (BGP) to exchange interdomain in-
formation on how to reach a particular address prefix. A
BGP update contains the full path to the destination ex-
pressed in terms of AS-hops. Each BGP router selects the
best route for each destination prefix, called theprimary
route, andadvertises only its primary pathto its peer routers,
sending them advertisementsonly when routes change.

BGP is a policy-based protocol. Rather than simply
selecting the route with the shortest AS-path, routers use
policies based on commercial incentives to select a route
and to decide whether to propagate the selected route to
their neighbors. The policies are usually guided by AS re-
lationships, which are of two dominant types: customer-
provider and peering [13]. In the former case, a customer
pays its provider to connect to the Internet. In peering rela-
tionships, two ASes agree to exchange traffic on behalf of
their respective customers free of charge. Most ASes fol-
low two polices for routing traffic: “prefer customer” and
“valley-free”. Under the “prefer customer” routing policy,
an AS always prefers routes received from its customers
to those received from its peers or providers. Under the
“valley-free” routing policy, customers do not transit traf-
fic from one provider to another, and peers do not transit
traffic from one peer to another.

Finally, BGP comes in two flavors: routers in differ-
ent ASes exchange routes over an eBGP session, whereas
routers within the same AS use iBGP.

3 RELATED WORK

Most prior work on improving BGP performance ad-
dresses control plane issues, such as reducing convergence
time and the number of routing messages [9, 18, 28, 33]. A
common tactic is to prevent paths that are not going to be
useful from being explored during convergence. For exam-
ple, BGP-RCN [29] augments a BGP update with the lo-

cation that triggered the update, which, upon a withdrawal,
saves BGP from exploring paths that also traverse the same
troubled location, and hence are likely to be down. An-
other proposal [9] sends additional withdrawal messages
to purge stale information from the network as quickly as
possible. Our approach differs from the above prior work
because instead of worrying about shrinking the conver-
gence time, it protects data forwarding from the harmful
effects of BGP convergence by providing failover paths.

Prior work on failover paths is mainly within the con-
text of intradomainrouting. For example, in MPLS net-
works, it is common to use MPLS fast re-route which routes
around failed links using pre-computed MPLS tunnels [27].
In IP networks, there are a few proposals for achieving sub-
second recovery when links within an AS fail [11, 22, 32],
this work does not extend to the interdomain context be-
cause it assumes a monotonic routing metric, ignores AS
policies, and requires strict timing constraints.

Lastly, prior work on failover paths in the interdomain
context does not provide a general solution for continu-
ous connectivity. The authors of [8] have proposed a tech-
nique for immediate BGP-recovery for dual-homed stub
domains. Their solution, however, does not generalize to
other types of domains, and requires out-of-band setup of
many interdomain tunnels. Also, the authors of [35] pro-
pose a mechanism that allows neighboring ASes to nego-
tiate multiple BGP routes, but in contrast to our work they
do not use these routes to protect against transient discon-
nectivity or provide connectivity guarantees.

4 WHY NOT REDUCE CONVERGENCE T IME ?

There are two broad ways to address packet loss caused
by BGP convergence: limit how long BGP convergence
lasts, or ensure that BGP convergencedoes not cause packet-
loss. Much prior work has focused on the former approach,
i.e., shrinking BGP’s convergence times [9, 18, 28]. We
chose to explore the second approach for two reasons:

(a) Fast enough convergence is unlikely:Given the size
of the Internet, it is difficult, if not impossible, to designan
interdomain routing protocol that converges fast enough
for real-time applications. The convergence time of BGP
is limited both by the time it takes routers to process mes-
sages, and by rate-limiting timers instituted to reduce the
number of update messages. There’s an inherent trade-off
between these two however: set the timers too low and con-
vergence is limited by the time it takes routers to process
the additional updates; set the timers too high and con-
vergence is limited by the time it takes for the timers to
expire. Currently, routers use a timer called the Minimum
Route Advertise Interval (MRAI) to limit the time between
back-to-back messages to the same neighbor for the same
destination to 30 seconds, by default. Griffin et. al. [14]
show that we cannot expect a net gain in convergence time
by reducing this default, yet real-time applications such as



VoIP and games cannot handle more than a couple seconds
of disconnectivity, thus even a single MRAI of outage can
be devastating for them [17].

(b) Focus on convergence limits innovation:Imposing
strict timing constraints on convergence stifles innovations
in interdomain routing. For example, it is desirable for in-
terdomain routing to react to performance metrics by mov-
ing away from routes with bad performance [35]. How-
ever, such an adaptive protocol will likely spend longer
time converging because it explores a larger space of paths
and changes paths more often. A mechanism to protect
the data-plane from loss during convergence will be a key
component of any research into richer routing and traffic
engineering options.

The rest of this paper details the problem and presents
R-BGP (Resilient BGP), a few simple and practical mod-
ifications to BGP that ensure continuous AS-connectivity.
We present R-BGP in the context of a single destination;
this keeps the description simple but also complete, since
BGP is a per-destination routing protocol. Further, we first
describe the problem and solution at the AS level, referring
to each AS as one entity and ignoring router-level details.
Then in§7, we discuss router-level implementations.

5 TRANSIENT DISCONNECTIVITY PROBLEM

Ideally, when a link fails, the routing protocol would
immediately re-route traffic around it. But, in reality, BGP
takes a long time to find another usable route, creating a
transient disconnectivity, during which packets are dropped.

Consider the example in Fig. 1, where MIT buys ser-
vice from both Sprint and a local provider Bob, who in
turn buys service from AT&T and Joe. Traffic sent to MIT
flows along the dashed arrows in the figure.

In BGP, an AS advertises only the path that the AS
uses to reach the destination. Since all of Bob’s neighbors
are using his network to route to MIT, none of them an-
nounces a path to Bob, and Bob knows no alternate path
to MIT. Thus, if the link between Bob and MIT fails, Bob
can no longer forward packets to MIT and has to drop all
packets, including those from AT&T and Joe. Eventually,
Bob will withdraw his route to MIT, resulting in AT&T ad-
vertising the alternate path through Sprint. Now that Bob
knows again a path to MIT, it resumes packet forwarding.

This is an example of a transient disconnectivity. Specif-
ically, Bob has suffered temporary disconnectivity to MIT
even when the underlying AS-graph contains an alternate
path. Note that the harm of transient disconnectivity is not
limited to the AS without a path. In this example, AT&T
also suffers transient disconnectivity to MIT even though
it knows of an alternate path.

In practice, transient disconnectivity is typical when-
ever routes change, and might last for a few minutes [21,
34]. This delay stems from several causes. First, a usable
path might not be available at the immediate upstream AS
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Figure 1: Transient Disconnectivity: When the link between Bob and
MIT goes down, packets to MIT that are sent from Bob’s domain and
also those from upstream domains will be dropped until the alternate path
through Sprint is advertised and BGP re-converges.

forcing the withdrawal to percolate through many ASes
until reaching an AS that knows an alternate path. Further,
searching for a usable path involves discarding many alter-
natives. For example, AT&T might first switch to the cus-
tomer route “Joe→Bob→MIT” but will have to discard it
when Joe reacts to Bob’s withdrawal by withdrawing his
route. Finally, this delay is exacerbated because a link fail-
ure creates a flurry of update messages for all destination
prefixes that were using the link, thus delaying processing
at nearby routers [7].

6 THE DESIGN OF R-BGP

Our goal is ambitious; we want to ensure continuous
connectivity between any two ASes as long as the under-
lying AS graph is connected. More specifically, our aim is
for R-BGP to provide:

Continuous Connectivity: If an AS has a policy com-
pliant path both before and after a BGP routing event, then
the AS should not become disconnected from the destina-
tion at any time during convergence due to the dynamics
of interdomain BGP (eBGP).

To achieve our goal, we use failover paths. Failover as
an idea to solve the transient disconnectivity problem is
conceptually simple; instead of searching for a new path
to the destination after a link fails, as is the case in current
BGP, pre-compute an alternate pathbeforethe link fails.

For example, in Fig. 1, with current BGP, Bob drops
MIT’s packets when its link to MIT fails. During BGP con-
vergence, Bob learns of Sprint’s path to MIT, uses it, and
stops dropping packets. In contrast, in a failover solution,
AT&T advertises to Bob the path “AT&T→Sprint→MIT”,
labeled as a failover path, as shown in Fig. 2a. As long as
Bob’s link to MIT is operational, the failover path is not
used, and traffic follows standard BGP; but, if the link be-
tween Bob and MIT fails, Bob immediately diverts MIT’s
traffic to the failover path, i.e., he diverts the traffic to
AT&T, who will forward it along the failover path to Sprint.
As shown in Fig. 2b, the failover path saves Bob, Joe and
AT&T from experiencing transient disconnectivity to MIT.

The conceptual simplicity of the failover idea hides
three significant challenges.
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Figure 2: Failover Paths in Action: AT&T announces a failover path to
Bob. When the link Bob→MIT goes down, Bob immediately forwards
data onto the failover path ensuring all packets, even thosefrom Joe and
AT&T are not dropped.

• How to select and disseminate failover paths that en-
surecontinuous connectivitywithout undue overhead?

• How to prevent inconsistent state across ASes from
leading to transient loops during convergence?

• How to know that we have converged to the final state,
i.e., we can stop using failover paths?

In the following three sections, we explain these challenges
and the mechanism we use to address each of them.

6.1 Advertising Only a Few Failover Paths

The Internet is highly connected, with many alternate
paths between a pair of ASes. Naively announcing failover
paths can easily lead to an explosion of routing messages
and state overhead in routers. How do we find a few strate-
gic failover paths that achieve our goal of continuous con-
nectivity regardless of which link fails?

6.1.1 To Whom Should Failover Paths Be Advertised?

In practice, a given AS is always incented to advertise
a failover path to the neighboring domain through whom it
is routing, because if this neighboring domain is left with-
out an available path, it will drop the given AS’s packets.
ASes are less incented, however, to offer failover paths to
other neighbors. In Fig. 2, AT&T has an incentive to ad-
vertise a failover path to Bob because if it does not, Bob
may be left without a path and drop AT&T’s packets to
MIT. It is less incented, however, to offer a failover path to
its competitor Sprint. Thus, withR-BGP, an AS advertises
at most one failover path per destination and only to the
next-hop domain along its primary path.

Advertising failover paths adds little update message
overhead because each domain advertises at most one path
to each neighbor, just like current BGP. To see this, rec-
ognize that an AS should not advertise its best path to the
neighbor currently used to reach that destination, since this
path would be a loopy (unusable) path to this neighbor.
BGP’spoison-reversepolicy ensures that a withdrawal be
sent in this case. R-BGP replaces this poison-reverse with-
drawal with an advertisement of the failover path, keeping
the overhead at a minimum.

The above rule also simplifies the implementation of

failover paths in a way that is secure and has little forward-
ing overhead. If an AS were to announce multiple paths to
a neighbor, it will need an additional signaling mechanism,
such as marking the packets, to identify which path to use
to forward packets coming from that neighbor. Such sig-
naling mechanisms can be expensive, as the IP header has
no free bits, and may require additional security mecha-
nisms. Since R-BGP offers the failover path only to the
neighbor used to reach the destination, only packets from
this neighbor are forwarded on the failover path. This re-
quires no additional signaling, and no additional security
mechanisms to prevent abuse. Finally, though the failover
path advertisement rule may appear too restrictive, we will
prove that it is enough to achievecontinuous connectivity.

6.1.2 Which Failover Path to Advertise?

The above rule specifies the neighbor to which an AS
advertises a failover path; it does not, however, answer the
question–which failover path to choose in order to ensure
continuous connectivity?

At first, it might seem that an AS should advertise the
second-best route as a failover path, but it is likely that
there is significant overlap between the primary and the
second-best path, causing both paths to be unavailable at
the same time. Consider the modified scenario in Fig. 3,
where we inserted a new ISP, Bobby, between AT&T and
Bob. Solid arrows represent primary paths to MIT and dot-
ted lines represent failover paths. In this new scenario, AT&T’s
primary path goes through Bobby then Bob. Its second-
best path is via Joe because ASes usually apply a “pre-
fer customer” policy, and Joe is AT&T’s customer whereas
Sprint is AT&T’s peer. Assume AT&T advertises its second-
best path to Bobby, its next-hop AS on the primary, as a
failover path. This failover path is useful if the link be-
tween Bobby and Bob fails, in which case Fig. 3a shows
the path taken by the packets after the failure. The second-
best path does not help, however, if the link between Bob
and MIT fails. If AT&T had advertised the path via Sprint
instead, it would have been possible to protect against ei-
ther of the two failures. This leads us to the simple intu-
ition – the more disjoint the failover path is from the pri-
mary, the more link failures it can protect against. Thus,
our strategy for failover paths is:

Mechanism 1 - Failover Paths:Advertise to the next-
hop neighbor a failover path that, among the available
paths, is the one most disjoint from the primary.

We note a few important subtleties. First, a domain
must check all paths it knows,including failover paths,
to pick the one most disjoint from its primary. For exam-
ple, in Fig. 3b, Bobby’s most disjoint path is the failover
path he learned from AT&T, and hence he advertises this
path to Bob. Note that it may not be policy compliant to
advertise this path to the next-hop neighbor. The failover
path, however, will only be used for a short period during
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Figure 3: Which failover path to advertise? Choosing the path that is
most link-disjoint from the primary path makes it less likely that a link
failure will take down both the primary and the failover paths.

convergence, and it is used to guarantee connectivity to the
advertising AS. Thus, we believe most ASes are willing to
advertise such paths. Regardless, we show experimentally,
that even using only policy compliant paths still eliminates
most transient disconnectivity.

Second, note that the disjointness of two paths is de-
fined in term of their shared suffix. In particular, any des-
tination based routing protocol, including BGP, creates a
routing tree to reach the destination. Once two paths going
to the destination meet at an AS, they do not diverge again
because no AS will announce multiple routes to the same
destination. This means that at convergence two paths to
the destination can only have a common suffix. The smaller
the length of this common suffix, the less likely the two
paths will fail simultaneously. Lastly, if multiple paths are
equally disjoint from the primary path, then the normal
BGP algorithm is used to choose between them.

6.1.3 Is This Enough?

The mechanism from the previous section maximizes
connectivity while advertising only a few failover paths.
But is this enough? Will every AS know a failover path for
every link that can fail?

Let us go back again to the Bob-AT&T example intro-
duced in Fig. 2 at the beginning of this section. When the
link between Bob and MIT fails, Bob knows a failover path
through AT&T. But Joe does not know any failover path;
neither AT&T nor Bob sends through Joe, and thus none
of them offers Joe a failover path.

We claim that it is not necessary for every AS to know a
failover path for every link that can fail in order to achieve
our goal. In fact, it suffices ifeach AS is responsible only
for the links immediately downstream of it. The intuition
for this is simple: if the AS immediately upstream of a
failed link knows a failover path, packets of all upstream
ASes are automatically protected. In the above example, as
long as Bob knows a failover path for when the link Bob-
MIT goes down, Joe’s packets will see no loss. Further,
in this example Joe is responsible for knowing a failover
path only if the link between Joe and Bob fails, and AT&T

is responsible for knowing a failover path only if the link
between AT&T and Bob fails.

Thus, in order to achieve the first step in ensuringcon-
tinuous connectivity, we need only show that Mechanism
1 ensures the AS immediately upstream of the down link
always has a failover path on which to send packets. We
show this by proving:

Lemma A.4. If any AS using a down link will have a path
to the destination after convergence, then R-BGP guaran-
tees that an AS that is using the down link and adjacent to
it knows a failover path when the link fails.

The formal proof is in the appendix, but the intuition
is simple. Let Bob be the AS immediately upstream of the
failing link. One of two cases will apply.

• An AS upstream of Bob knows of a path p that does
not use the failed link:In this case, the most disjoint
path at this upstream AS must not contain the down
link because any path that contains the down link has
a longer common suffix with the primary path through
Bob and consequently is less link disjoint thanp. As
the failover path percolates from the upstream AS to-
ward Bob, it can be replaced only withmoredisjoint
paths, which necessarily do not contain the down link.
Hence, Bob will be advertised a failover path that does
not traverse the failed link.

• No AS upstream of Bob knows of paths that do not use
the failed link:In this case, no AS using the down link
knows an alternate path to the destination, and since
ASes that do not use the down link will not change
their advertisement as a result of the link going down,
Bob and all other ASes using the down link will not
have an alternate path, even after convergence.

6.2 Converging Without Routing Loops

We have shown that announcing most disjoint failover
paths guarantees that, whenever a link goes down, the AS
immediately upstream of the down link knows a failover
path and can avoid unnecessary packet drops. We now fo-
cus on the aftermath; specifically how to ensure that no AS
unnecessarily loses connectivity at an intermediate stage
of convergenceeither due to routing loops (§6.2) or be-
cause a usable path is no longer available (§6.3).

To see how a routing loop can be formed during con-
vergence, we re-visit the previous example. In Fig. 4a, the
link Bob→MIT is down and Bob has switched over to the
failover path through AT&T. Now, Bob has no path to an-
nounce to AT&T or even to Joe because with normal BGP
policies the path through one provider (AT&T here) is not
advertised to another provider. Hence, Bob withdraws his
route to MIT as in Fig. 4a. Unfortunately, these BGP up-
dates do not indicate the reason for the withdrawal; so
both AT&T and Joe believe that the other might be still
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Figure 4: Example of a Routing Loop

be able to route through Bob, and thus together they mis-
takenly create a routing loop. In short, AT&T attempts to
route along “Joe→Bob→MIT” while Joe attempts to route
along “AT&T→Bob→MIT” causing the loop. Eventually,
normal BGP will fix the loop but packets to MIT will be
stuck in the loop and suffer drops until then.

We observe that the routing loop could be avoided if
AT&T and Joe could determine that Bob’s withdrawal ren-
ders the old paths through each other unavailable. This is
possible if Bob includes in its update to Joe and AT&T
Root Cause Information (RCI)indicating that the link be-
tween Bob and MIT is no longer available, preventing Joe
and AT&T from attempting to route on any paths that use
this link. This leads to our second mechanism:

Mechanism 2 - Root Cause Information:Include in
each update message Root Cause Information indicating
which other paths will not be available as a result of the
same root cause event.

We defer the details of implementing RCI until§7.3.
The idea of including in each update its root cause, how-
ever, is not new. Prior work [23, 29] uses root cause in-
formation to reduce BGP convergence time and number
of messages. R-BGP benefits from the reduced conver-
gence time and reduced number of messages provided by
RCI, but is novel in using RCI to prevent routing loops
during convergence. Assuming the valley-free and prefer-
customer policies, we prove that using RCI eliminates tran-
sient routing loops:

Lemma A.9. Consider a network that is in a converged
state at time t, when a link fails, and converges again at
t + τ . At no time between t and t+ τ do the forwarding
tables contain any loops.

The intuition underlying the proof is that loops occur
because at least one AS tries to use an out-of-date route.
RCI allows an AS to locally purge out-of-date routes, pre-
venting the creation of transient loops. The details of the
proof are in the Appendix.

6.3 Ensuring a Usable Path Throughout Convergence

We have just shown that if an AS has a usable path it
will be loop free, but we have not yet shown that an AS
will continue to have such a usable path throughout con-
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Figure 5: Avoiding disconnectivity while moving from a failover state to
a converged state

vergence. Continuing with our example in Fig. 5a, when
Bob withdraws his path, Joe uses RCI to determine that
the old path offered by AT&T is invalid. Joe concludes
that he has no available path and starts to drop packets,
even though AT&T will eventually advertise him a new
path through Sprint. How do we prevent ASes, like Joe,
from transiently losing their path? To solve this issue, we
take the following approach:

Mechanism 3a - Use Old Primary Paths:When left
without a usable primary path, the AS immediately up-
stream of a down link forwards along the failover path,
and all other ASes continue to forward along their old pri-
mary and failover paths.

Thus, even though the path through Bob has been with-
drawn, Joe can temporarily use the withdrawn path to for-
ward packets to the destination.

Using old paths in this way, however, raises another
question: How long can Joe use this old primary path? Ide-
ally, Joe woulduse the old primary path until one of his
neighbors announces a new path or he knows that he will
not have a path after convergence. The first part is simple;
If a neighbor announces a path, Joe just moves to the new
path because, as we have just proven, RCI guarantees that
this new path will be loop-free and will not traverse the
down link.

The second part has a catch though– in current BGP
an AS cannot tell whether a neighbor will eventually an-
nounce a path to him. This decision must be handled care-
fully, not waiting long enough may cause premature packet-
loss, but waiting too long can create a deadlock state leav-
ing an AS indefinitely forwarding along an old path. To
precisely determine whether an AS will have a path after
convergence requires an individual AS to ascertain a global
property of the network using only the local information
available to it. Griffin et al. have proven that even with ac-
cess to the entire link state of the Internet, and all policies
of all ASes, it is an NP-complete problem just to determine
if the network will converge, without even attempting to
determine the state to which it will converge [15].

The Internet has an inherent structure to it, however,
and we take advantage of this structure to allow an AS to
determine when it will know an available path. In particu-



lar, most paths on the Internet are valley-free [12], that is
all ASes on the path pursue economic interests by offering
the path only if it goes to or from a customer. Focusing
on this common case of valley-free paths, allows R-BGP
to provide the global guarantee of continuous connectiv-
ity, while using only local information available to each
AS. We use the following Mechanism to communicate the
required information to allow an AS to locally determine
the global property of whether it will eventually have an
available path:

Mechanism 3b - Ensuring Convergence:An AS stops
forwarding internally originated traffic along withdrawn
primary paths or failover paths when explicit withdrawals
have been received from all neighbors. An AS delays send-
ing a withdrawal to a neighbor until it is sure it will not
offer this neighbor a valley-free path at convergence.

To see how this works, suppose another neighbor John
is using Joe to get to MIT as shown in Fig. 5b. After Bob
withdraws his route from Joe, Joe knows no route to MIT,
until AT&T announces a new path. Joe waits until AT&T
withdraws its current path, which contains the down link,
or replaces it by a new path before sending a withdrawal
to John, thus ensuring continuous connectivity for John.
In contrast, it sends a withdrawal to AT&T as soon as it
hears the withdrawal from Bob, since it knows it will not
have a valley-free path to offer AT&T at convergence. This
prevents a deadlock where Joe and AT&T are waiting on
each other to send withdrawals.

More generally, an AS knows it will not offer a valley-
free path to a non-customer once it has heard withdrawals
or advertisements of non-valley free paths from all cus-
tomers. Additionally, it knows it will not offer a valley-free
path to a customer once it has heard withdrawals or non-
valley-free advertisements from all neighbors. To identify
paths which are valley-free, advertisements include an ad-
ditional bit indicating whether or not a path is valley-free.

Since valley-free paths are also loop-free, enforcing
that delayed withdrawals only follow valley-free paths al-
lows R-BGP to ensure continuous connectivity in the com-
mon case when ASes are following valley-free and prefer-
customer policies, and still avoid deadlock regardless of
policies. Formally, Mechanism 3b ensures:

Theorem A.10. Regardless of policies, in a converged state,
no AS is deadlocked waiting to send an update, and no AS
is forwarding packets along a withdrawn or failover path.

Lastly, note that to ensure continuous connectivity, ASes
continue to forward traffic received from their neighbors.

6.4 R-BGP: Intuition and Guarantees

Together, the preceding three mechanisms ensure con-
tinuous connectivity between two ASes as long as the un-
derlying graph is connected. To understand this, recognize
that when a link fails, the ASes most affected are those

using a path through the down link. If we call the AS up-
stream of the down link thefailover AS, then Mechanism 1
ensures that the failover AS will have a failover path when
the link first goes down, allowing it to initially protect all
traffic sent by the affected ASes. If we refer to alternate
paths that do not contain the down link assafe paths, then
Mechanism 2 ensures no loops throughout convergence by
allowing an AS that changes its path as a result of the
down link to avoid unsafe paths. Finally, Mechanism 3 en-
sures that, throughout convergence, all affected ASes pro-
tect their traffic by forwarding it on their old path to the
failover AS, until they, or some AS between them and the
failover AS, learn a safe path to the destination. Thus, the
combination of all three mechanisms allows us to prove:

Theorem A.11. Consider a network that is in a converged
state at time t, when a link goes down, and converges again
at t + τ . Assuming the valley-free, and prefer-customer
policies, if an AS A knows a path to destination p at times
t and t+ τ , then at any time between t and t+ τ the for-
warding tables contain a path from A to p.

The proof of this theorem is in the Appendix. This last
theorem is the culmination of R-BGP design. It proves that
R-BGP achieves the goal stated at the beginning of this
section. Specifically, R-BGP ensures that any two domains
stay connected as long as the underlying AS-graph has a
valley-free policy compliant path that goes between them.

7 IMPLEMENTATION & P ROTOCOL DETAILS

Our discussion so far considers each AS to be a single
entity, but ASes are composed of many routers. Here, we
describe a router level implementation of R-BGP; specifi-
cally, how R-BGP forwards packets, works with route re-
flectors, and communicates RCI. Fig. 12 in the appendix
has pseudo-code for R-BGP’s update algorithm.

7.1 Packet Forwarding

Packet forwarding with R-BGP is similar to normal
forwarding except that when packets arrive at a given router,
they may be traveling along either the primary path or the
failover path, and the router will need to forward the packet
differently in each case. This differentiated forwarding re-
quires: a) detecting whether a packet is on the failover path
or the primary, b) storing the next hop for both the primary
and failover paths, and c) forwarding the packet to the ap-
propriate next hop.

(a) Different Virtual Connections for Primary and Failover

To allow the router to distinguish whether the packet
is traveling along the primary or the failover path, R-BGP
utilizes two “virtual” layer-two connections between each
pair of BGP-speaking routers, one for primary path traffic,
and one for failover traffic. The simplest way to implement
virtual connections is through virtual interfaces and virtual



LANs (VLANs). When the two routers are not physically
connected, we use MPLS or IP tunnels. Thus, traffic sent
out the primary virtual interface on one router, will arrive
on the primary virtual interface on the other router, and
similarly for the failover virtual interfaces. Supportingad-
ditional VLANs and virtual interfaces like this comes with
little to no overhead, and is already heavily used both for
configuring peering relationships between ISPs at public
peering points and for configuring VPN customers [3].

(b) Storing Primary and Failover Forwarding Information

Routers can easily support the storage of separate for-
warding entries for the primary and failover path through
separate forwarding tables. Current routers already sup-
port separate forwarding tables for separate virtual inter-
faces [1]. While this simple model doubles the required
forwarding memory, modern routers can accommodate such
need. Since they need to support many VPNs, next-generation
backbone routers are designed to handle a few million routes.
In contrast, the largest Internet routing tables currentlyhave
only 200-300 thousand external entries [16], and this is ex-
pected to grow to only 370,000 in the next 5 years [25].
Any additional dollar cost associated with the added mem-
ory should not be prohibitive either because the forwarding
memory typically represents less than 10% of the overall
dollar cost of a router line card [1].

We can optimize the forwarding memory overhead by
combining the primary and failover tables entries into a
single integrated forwarding table. Most high speed router
architectures have a level of indirection between the desti-
nation IP look-up, and the forwarding entries which con-
tain the next-hop information used to forward the packet.
The memory in the forwarding table is typically dominated
by the IP look-up portion, because this is usually stored
as a tree in a relatively memory inefficient way in order
to facilitate fast look-ups. Note that R-BGP does not in-
crease the number of entries (prefixes) in the forwarding
table, rather it stores two pieces of information for each
prefix – the primary and the failover next hop informa-
tion. Hence, both primary and failover forwarding entries
can be merged into a single table, eliminating the over-
head of storing a second tree. The look-up tree need only
be extended to store at each leaf two indices into the table
storing next-hop information, one for the primary next-hop
information, and one for the failover next-hop information.

Furthermore, it is possible to completely eliminate any
need for additional memory on the line cards of the router.
To do so, one stores the failover table on a specialized
dummy line card in the router with no physical interfaces
of its own. All packets arriving on any failover virtual in-
terface on the router would be sent to this dummy line card,
which would perform the look-up in its copy of the failover
table, and ensure the packet is forwarded accordingly. One
line card per router should provide sufficient capacity as

long as multiple links connected to a given AS do not fail
at the same time. This is similar to line cards built to handle
tunnel encapsulation and decapsulation at line speed [2, 4].

(c) Forwarding Process

The path followed by a packet utilizing a failover path
has at most three segments: (s1) the packet travels along
a prefix of the old primary path along which packets were
traveling before the link went down, (s2) the packet reaches
the router immediately connected to the down link, who
forwards the packet along its failover path, and (s3) the
packet reaches a router that knows a primary path not con-
taining the down link, and the packet is forwarded along
that primary path.

When a router in (s1) receives a packet, it will receive
the packet along a primary virtual interface. Since the pri-
mary virtual interface is associated with the primary for-
warding table, the packet arrival will trigger a look-up in
this forwarding table. For routers in (s1), the result of such
a look-up will be the primary virtual interface towards the
next-hop router on the primary path.

This continues until the packet reaches (s2), i.e., until it
reaches the router immediately upstream of the down link.
Since packets arrive at this router along a primary virtual
interface they again trigger a look-up in the primary for-
warding table. This router uses Bidirectional Forwarding
Detection [19] to quickly detect the link failure and it pop-
ulates all entries in its primary forwarding table that use the
down link with the associated failover path entries instead.
Thus, on this router, a look-up in the primary forwarding
table will result in a failover virtual interface.

Thus, the packet will continue to be forwarded along
failover virtual interfaces, with all look-ups performed on
failover forwarding tables, until it reaches (s3), i.e., until
it reaches a router that knows a primary path that does not
contain the down link. This router will have an entry in
its failover forwarding table that contains a primary virtual
interface. From this point on to the destination, the packet
will be forwarded along primary virtual interfaces, with
look-ups performed only in primary forwarding tables.

7.2 Advertising Failover Paths with Route Reflectors

Large ASes utilize route reflectors to reduce overhead.
Rather than have each router in the AS connect to every
one of the BGP border routers (full-mesh), the route reflec-
tors act as a central point where all externally learnt routes
are stored and propagated to other routers. This works iden-
tically with failover paths; a border router that learns a
failover path advertises the route to the route reflector, which
in turn advertises its best failover path to the other routers.

7.3 Communicating Root Cause Information

BGP update messages are triggered by interdomain link
state changes, intradomain link state changes, or configu-



ration changes, which we call the root cause of the update
event. Here, we focus on interdomain link state changes in
the context of a single destination, but the same applies to
other causes and destinations.

Root Cause Information (RCI) is created and forwarded
whenever a link changes state. Note that when a link changes
state, at most one of the the two routers adjacent to the link,
i.e., whichever router uses the link for the given destina-
tion, will generate an update to its primary path. Thisroot
cause routerattaches its AS number, a router identifier and
the new link state to all updates generated as a result of the
link state change. This information is calledRoot Cause
Information (RCI). Routers that change their routes as a
result of receiving such an update message, copy the RCI
in the received update into the update messages they gen-
erate. This allows any router whose paths are affected by
this link state change to learn the unique root cause that
triggered the series of update messages and purgeother
routes that include the down link from its routing table.

Encoding the appropriate link state change information
is non-trivial, however, since updates triggered by differ-
ent root cause events may propagate at different speeds.
For example, if a link flaps (i.e., a link goes down and then
immediately comes back up), the link down update may
arrive at a router after an update from another neighbor
announcing the link up event, causing the router to mistak-
enly assume the link is still down.

To solve this problem, R-BGP uses a monotonically
increasing sequence number per BGP router and includes
in the RCI both the identifier and the sequence number
of the root-cause router. Further, in a router’s BGP RIB,
the AS-Path information includes for each AS in the AS-
PATH, theegress routerfor that AS, and that router’s se-
quence number. Upon receiving an update with RCI, the
router purges a route if any of the route’s AS-PATH en-
tries matches both the AS and the router identifier in the
update’s RCI, and has a lower associated sequence num-
ber than the update’s RCI. When an interdomain link goes
down, all ASes on the affected AS-paths will receive up-
dates with the root-cause router’s RCI and will mark these
paths as withdrawn. This is sufficient to prevent interdo-
main loops (Lemma A.9).

8 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF R-BGP

We evaluate R-BGP using simulations over the best
known estimate of the Internet AS-graph.

8.1 Obtaining Internet Graphs and AS Policies

The most important test of an interdomain routing pro-
tocol is how well it performs in a full scale Internet set-
ting. Thus, we evaluate R-BGP on a 24,142 node AS-level
graph of the Internet generated from BGP updates at Route-
views [6] vantage points. Additionally, we use the best
known policy inference algorithms [10] to annotate inter-

AS links as either customer-provider, provider-customer,
or peer-peer (see§2).

The algorithms used to produce the policies have some
limitations. First, the algorithms sometimes produce provider-
customer loops. It is well known that such loops do not ex-
ist in the Internet, and could lead to persistent BGP loops [12].
Thus, we eliminate them by finding the AS in the loop with
the fewest neighbors, and removing the edge between this
AS and the next AS in the loop (its customer). Second,
when one ISP spans multiple AS numbers, the algorithm
in [10] assign these ASes asibling relationship. We treat
sibling relationships as peer-peer, since treating them as
anything else also leads to provider-customer loops.

8.2 Simulator

BGP implementations in existing simulators such as
SSFNET [5] and ns-2 [26] use so much memory that they
cannot, even on our 8GB server, scale to the 24000-node
AS graph of the Internet. To simulate the full Internet, we
had to write our own BGP-specific simulator. Our simu-
lator is optimized for performance, yet implements all the
important characteristics of BGP convergence. In partic-
ular, it implements sending and receiving of update and
withdrawal messages, detailed message timing including
the MRAI timer, and the full BGP decision process includ-
ing relationship-based route preferences.

8.3 Compared Protocols

We compare current BGP with three variants of R-BGP
that differ only in the choice of the failover path.

• Most-Disjoint Failover Path:When ASes advertise the
path most disjoint from their primary as a failover path,
R-BGP guarantees that no unnecessary drops occur due
to transient inter-AS disconnectivity. Though the most-
disjoint path may not be policy compliant, ASes have
an incentive to advertise it for failover. First, the cost is
little–a failover path is only used for a short time until
BGP converges. Second, as explained in§5, an AS that
does not announce the most disjoint failover path risks
having its own packets dropped upon a route change
since a downstream AS may have no usable path.

• Most Disjoint Policy Compliant Failover Path:We also
evaluate the performance of R-BGP when an AS adver-
tises the most disjoint policy-compliant failover path.
In particular, we would like to quantify how useful R-
BGP would be if we limit failover paths to be policy
compliant. If the likelihood of transient disconnectiv-
ity is very low, then it is probably sufficient to stick to
policy compliant paths even for failover.

• Second Most Preferred Failover Path:It is also natu-
ral to ask what would happen if each AS advertises its
second best path as its failover path, again limiting to
only policy compliant paths. After all, when the pri-
mary path fails, an AS uses the second best path.
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Figure 6: Singe Edge-Link Failure: Percentage of AS sources that will
have a policy compliant path after convergence, but see transient discon-
nectivity to a dual-homed edge domain when one of its links fails.

8.4 Experimental Setup

To ensure R-BGP works in all cases, we evaluate its
performance for both edge link and core link failures.

(1) Dual-Homed Edge Domains:It is common in today’s
Internet for edge domains to be multi-homed. Multi-homing
is sought after to improve resilience to access link failure.
But how effective is such a backup approach in prevent-
ing transient disconnectivity? To answer this we look at
the effect of taking down a link connected to a dual homed
edge domain. For each of the 9200 dual-homed edge do-
mains in our AS graph, we run a simulation, in which we
take down one of the domain’s two access links, and ask
how many source ASes will experience transient discon-
nectivity to the domain. Specifically, we compare the per-
formance of BGP and the R-BGP variants using the fol-
lowing metric: Among the sources that will be connected
to the dual homed edge domainafterBGP converges, what
fraction will see disconnectivity during convergence? We
also use this scenario to determine the performance of the
various protocols when multiple links are taken down, and
when a link comes back up at the same time that another
goes down. Further, we quantify the relative overhead of
the various versions of R-BGP by measuring the number
of routing messages exchanged and the time to converge.

(2) Core Link Down: While the above scenario looks at
access links, many more ASes can be affected when core
links fail and so it’s important to confirm that R-BGP avoids
transient disconnectivity in these scenarios as well. We de-
fine a core link as a connection between two non-stub do-
mains. In this scenario we compare the various protocols
on the following metric: Among the AS pairs that were us-
ing the down core link, and will be connectedafter BGP
converges, what fraction will see disconnectivity during
convergence? For each of the 200 links that we tested, we
ran 24142 simulations, one for each possible destination
AS, and averaged the results across links.

9 EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Our empirical results confirm that in both the dual-
homed edge domain scenario, and the down core link sce-
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sent on each interdomain link. The measurements are from 18,400 simu-
lations, where one of the two links of a dual-homed destination domain
is taken down.

nario, R-BGP prevents disconnectivity when a single link
goes down. Additionally, even when multiple links go down
simultaneously, R-BGP avoids almost 80% of the discon-
nectivity seen with BGP. Further, R-BGP achieves this per-
formance with message overheads comparable to BGP and
surprisingly improves convergence times.

9.1 Dual-Homed Domains Resilience to Link Failures

We first consider the dual-homed edge scenario. In par-
ticular, we explore the following question: How many source
ASes are transiently disconnected when a dual-homed AS
loses one of its access links? Fig. 6 reports the percentage
of ASes that temporarily lose connectivity, averaged over
each link for all 9200 dual-homed domains. The figure
shows that, in BGP, 22% of the ASes experience transient
disconnectivity when one of the links to a dual-homed des-
tination domain fails. R-BGP using most disjoint failover
paths reduces this number to zero, confirming the analyti-
cal guarantees.

The figure also shows that all variants of R-BGP signif-
icantly increase resilience to transient disconnectivity. R-
BGP performs adequately when working within the con-
fines of current policies; using policy compliant most dis-
joint paths for failover allows disconnectivity in only 1.4%
of the cases. This means that even if ASes are not will-
ing to temporarily provide transit for their non-customers,
R-BGP still avoids almost all disconnectivity. Announcing
the second best path as a failover path, though does not
perform as well, allowing 5.2% of the domains to be tem-
porarily disconnected. This is because often there is much
overlap in the best and the second-best paths, reducing the
number of link failures that the failover paths cover. Still,
even an R-BGP variant that uses the second best path for
failover is significantly better than current BGP.

9.2 Number of Updates and Convergence Time

Since R-BGP needs to maintain and update failover
paths in addition to primary paths, one may be concerned
that R-BGP may delay convergence or exchange a large
number of update messages. Our results show that the num-
ber of update messages in R-BGP is comparable to BGP,
and surprisingly R-BGP converges faster than BGP.
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Figure 9: Simultaneous Link Failures: Percentage of ASes which have
a policy compliant path after convergence, but see transient disconnec-
tivity to a dual-homed edge destination, in the worst case scenario where
one of its access links is taken down at the same time as a link on the
failover path of the AS immediately upstream of the down link.

Again, considering the dual-homed edge domain sce-
nario, Fig. 7 plots the cumulative distribution of the num-
ber of updates exchanged across each link in the graph,
when routes converge after one of the two links of a dual-
homed destination is brought down. The figure shows that
92% of interdomain links see at most one update during
convergence for all protocols. R-BGP with most disjoint
failover paths sends fewer messages than the other vari-
ants. Further, all variants of R-BGP send a number of mes-
sages comparable to BGP.

It might look surprising that R-BGP sometimes sends
fewer updates than current BGP. This is due to the Root
Cause Information (RCI) mechanism described in§6.2. In
particular, when a link fails, current BGP may move to an
alternate route that contains the same failed link and ad-
vertise this new route to neighboring ASes. RCI provides
an AS with enough information to locally purge all routes
that traverse the failed link, thus preventing such useless
updates and significantly reducing path exploration. One
may wonder whether RCI significantly decreases the num-
ber of messages and the failover advertisements eat most
of this decrease, making the overall number of messages
on par with BGP. This however is not the case. The num-
ber of messages with just RCI is only a bit smaller, but we
omit these results here to enhance readability.

Fig 8 plots the cumulative distribution of the conver-
gence time for each protocol when one link of a dual-
homed domain is brought down. It shows that, on average,

R-BGP tends to converge faster than BGP. Again this is be-
cause RCI eliminates unproductive path exploration dur-
ing convergence. In our simulations, all R-BGP variants
never took longer than 106s to converge, whereas BGP
needed as long as 323s in certain cases. Again, RCI alone
only does slightly better than R-BGP–it always converges
within 96s, indicating that the overhead of the failover paths
adds little to the convergence time.

9.3 Multiple Simultaneous Events

Our focus so far, including our analytical guarantees,
has been on the case when only a single link goes down
at a time. It is less likely for multiple link-down or link-up
events to happen simultaneously especially at the interdo-
main level. Still, we show empirically that, even in this
case, R-BGP can significantly reduce the chances of tran-
sient disconnectivity. To simplify interpretation, we again
show this in the dual homed edge domain scenario.

9.3.1 Failure of Both Primary and Failover Paths

Rather than selecting the two failed links randomly,
we simulate one of the worst cases for R-BGP, namely si-
multaneous link failures on both the primary and failover
paths. As before, we pick the first link from among the two
access links of a dual-homed edge destination. We pick the
second link randomly from among the links on the failover
path that would have been used to compensate for the fail-
ure of the first link. We perform a total of 9200× 2 × 4
simulations, i.e., for each of the links of the dual-homed
ASes, we randomly fail four different links on the failover
path, one at a time.

Fig. 9 shows that R-BGP reduces the number of dis-
connected sources from 32.9% to 6.8%, avoiding 80% of
the disconnectivity seen with BGP. The intuition is that
even though the failover path of the first failed link is bro-
ken, the failover path of the second failed link may still be
operational, thus avoiding disconnectivity.

9.3.2 Changing Failover Path During Failure

Can ongoing convergence on the failover path hinder
the ability to ensure connectivity when the primary path
fails? Our simulations show that R-BGP avoids transient
disconnectivity and that no adverse interaction happens.

Specifically, we simulate the following worst case sce-
nario for R-BGP. We pick one of the two access links of
a dual-homed AS and bring down its preferred failover
path by bringing down a link on that path. This triggers
a change in the failover path. After the network has con-
verged, we fail the access link of the dual-homed AS. At
the same time, we bring up the previously failed link of
most preferred failover path. This triggers a change in the
failover path while it is in use.

Fig. 10 shows that despite ongoing convergence on the
failover path, no packets are dropped when the primary
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Figure 10: One Up One Down:Percentage of sources which have a pol-
icy compliant path with both links down, but see transient disconnectivity
to a dual-homed edge destination, when one of it’s links is taken down at
the same time as bringing up a link on the default failover path of the AS
immediately upstream of the first down link.

path goes down. In contrast, BGP causes over 35% of the
ASes to lose connectivity to the dual-homed AS. Surpris-
ingly, this number is significantly larger than the percent-
age of AS disconnectivity caused by BGP when a single
link goes down. The fact that two events occurred together
increases BGP transient disconnectivity despite that one
of the events is a link up. This surprising fact is consistent
with prior results that show that BGP might experience dis-
connectivity even when a single link comes up [34].

9.4 Resilience to Core Link Failures

Finally, we want to ensure that R-BGP performs well
during core link failures in addition to access link failures.
Thus, using the methodology described in§8.4, we test
disconnectivity when a randomly chosen core link in the
network fails. Figure 11 reveals that R-BGP using most
disjoint failover paths eliminates packet loss for core link
failures. Further, we see that core link failures cause pro-
portionally less loss than edge links for all four protocols,
because the highly connected nature of the core ensures
that alternative paths are available to BGP. However note
that even though a smaller fraction of ASes may see loss
when a core link fails, failures on such links cause sig-
nificantly more total packet loss as they carry much more
traffic.

Additionally, note that R-BGP using most disjoint pol-
icy compliant paths sees the largest relative improvement,
as we look at core link failures instead of edge link fail-
ures. To see why this is the case, note that if an AS re-
mains disconnected after convergence, it cannot know a
policy compliant failover path before the link fails but, if
most disjoint paths, regardless of policy, are used the AS
is guaranteed to have a failover path (Lemma A.4). Such
persistently disconnected ASes and any AS that uses a path
through such an AS will see transient disconnectivity when
R-BGP restricts to most disjoint policy compliant failover
paths. In our experiments, we see that persistently discon-
nected ASes tend to be long haul backbones like Abilene
and GEANT that are primarily connected to stub ASes and
don’t have providers of their own. Such specialized long
haul backbones are used more commonly by access net-
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Figure 11: Single Core-Link Failure: When a random core-link is taken
down, the fraction of source destination pairs using that link which see
transient disconnectivity.

works that do not have a long haul backbone of their own
in order to connect between regional offices. Since paths
through a core link are less likely to involve this type of
long haul backbone AS, a correspondingly smaller frac-
tion of paths using a core link are affected by whether the
most disjoint path is restricted to be policy compliant.

10 CONCLUSION

This paper shows that transient disconnectivity during
BGP convergence is unwarranted and can be easily avoided.
Our approach, called R-BGP, uses a small number of pre-
computed failover paths to protect data forwarding from
the pathological effects of BGP dynamics. R-BGP per-
forms a few modifications to current BGP that are easy to
implement and deploy in today’s routers. Simulations on
the AS-level graph of the current Internet show that R-BGP
reduces the number of domains that see transient discon-
nectivity resulting from a link failure from 22% for edge
links and 14% for core links down to zero in both cases.
Further, R-BGP achieves this loss reduction with message
overheads close to current BGP, and, surprisingly, reduces
convergence times.
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APPENDIX

A FAILOVER PROOFS

An important step in our design is to formally prove
that the proposed protocols achieve their goals.

When an update is received:

a) Store AS-Path and Egress Router Sequence Number List in RIB-In

b) Mark withdrawn and out-of-date all RIB-In entries whose Egress
Router Sequence Number List contains an entry with same AS
and Egress Router as RCI, but with a lower sequence number

c) Compute new primary using the BGP decision algorithm over non-
failover paths

d) Compute, over all paths, most disjoint path from the primarypath,
and set as the new failover path

e) If primary path changes and is non-empty, increment sequence
number, send new primary path to all non-next-hop neighbors
for whom it is policy compliant, and update primary forwarding
table with new primary

f) If primary or failover changed and new primary path is non-empty
send an update containing new failover, regardless of policy, to
new primary next-hop neighbor, and update failover forwarding
table with new failover

g) When no customer paths are marked out-of-date, if the primary
path is not empty send withdrawals to all non-customers for
whom the primary path is not policy compliant; otherwise the
primary path is empty, so send withdrawals toall non-customers.

h) If new primary is empty path, no path is marked out-of-date path
from any neighbor, no peer is offering a loopy path, and no
provider is offering a loopy or backup path, then update for-
warding table to stop forwarding locally originated packets, and
send withdrawals to all neighbors to whom withdrawals have not
already been sent, but continue forwarding along the old path
packets received from neighboring ASes

Figure 12: Pseudo-code for the algorithm

We model the network as a directed graph in which
each node represents a single-router autonomous system
(AS). We analyze the scenario in which BGP is in a con-
verged state at timet, then a linke goes down, and finally
BGP converges again at timet + τ . We assume that be-
tween timest andt + τ no other events occur, i.e., no other
links come up or go down. We also assume that during
this time no customer-provider-peer relationships between
ASes change, and that no AS changes its policy regard-
ing which routes are preferred and to whom those routes
are advertised. Without loss of generality, we analyze the
available paths to one prefixp during the transition.

The union of the paths specified in the router forward-
ing tables at timet from all origins to a particular destina-
tion p form a directed “forwarding tree” rooted atp with
all edges pointing toward the root. (The paths form a tree
because BGP ensures that there are no cycles in the for-
warding tables at convergence.) We visualize the forward-
ing tree with the rootp at the bottom, so that all paths flow
down top. We useQ to denote the AS that is “upstream”
of the failing link e in the tree, i.e., the link connectsQ to
its downstream parent in the forwarding tree.

In Theorems A.10 and A.11, we prove the two impor-
tant properties of R-BGP. First, if there is a path from an
AS A to prefixp at timet and there is a path fromA to p
at timet + τ , then in any snapshot of the forwarding tables
taken between timest andt + τ there is a path fromA to p.
Second, R-BGP does this without ever deadlocking, i.e., it
never reaches a state where a set of ASes are all waiting on
each other before sending an update or withdrawal.



At various points in the analysis we make assumptions
about routing policy. In order to state these assumptions,
we must introduce several definitions. First, we model ev-
ery pair of directly connected ASes as joined by two di-
rected edges. Further, every directed edge in the network
has a label indicating the relationship between its end-
points, either customer-to-provider, provider-to-customer,
or peer-to-peer. Oppositely directed edges have reversed
labels. We also assume that there are no directed cycles
consisting entirely of customer-to-provider edges and no
directed cycles consisting entirely of provider-to-customer
edges, i.e., no AS is an indirect customer of itself.

We use the term path to refer to a sequence of directed
edges (or list of ASes) advertised from one AS to another
as a routing path, and the term forwarding path to denote
a sequence of directed edges traversed by data traffic. A
path or forwarding path in the network isvalley-freeif an
edge labeled either provider-to-customer or peer-to-peer
can only be followed by edges labeled provider-to-customer.
(Thus in a valley-free forwarding path, no AS on the path
forwards packets from a non-customer to a non-customer.)
As a consequence, a valley free path consists of three or-
dered parts, although any of them may be empty. The path
starts with a sequence of customer-to-provider edges, per-
haps contains a single peer-to-peer edge, and then ends
with a sequence of provider-to-customer edges. We say
that an ASA observes avalley-free policyif it never ad-
vertises a path from a non-customer to a non-customer.

Lemma A.1. A valley-free path cannot contain a loop.

Proof. A simple case analysis rules out loops. First, if the
loop contains any provider-to-customer link, then by the
valley-free property of the path, the loop must consist en-
tirely of provider-to-customer links. But, this violates the
above assumption that there can be no loop in the network
consisting solely of customer-to-provider links or solely
of provider-to-customer links. Second, if the loop contains
a peer-to-peer link, then all of the following links must
be provider-to-customer links by the valley-free property
of the path – specifically there is at least one provider-
customer link in the loop. But, as argued in the first case,
no valley-free path with a provider-customer link can con-
tain a loop. Finally, the loop cannot consist entirely of
customer-to-provider links, by our assumption.

We also observe that the reverse of any valley-free path
is also valley-free and thus loop free.

We say that an ASA observes aprefer-customer policy,
if A always prefers a path that is advertised by a customer
of A over a path that is advertised toA by a provider or
peer.

The last definition is more subtle. We say that an AS
A follows a widest-advertisementpolicy if the following
holds. For a prefixp, if A’s policy allows it to advertise a

primary path to a neighborB that it learned from another
neighborC, then wheneverA knows of any path through
C, it must advertise some path toB. Note that this latter
path advertised toB need not have been learned fromC.
Recognize that this really limits an ASes policies in only
two ways: (1) ifC changes the path it’s advertising toA,
this cannot causeA to stop advertising it toB, and (2) ifA
moves to a path that it prefers more than the path through
C, then it must also advertise this more preferred path to
B.

We note that all three policies are consistent with each
other. In particular the prefer customer policy is consistent
with the other two policies because it limits an ASes pref-
erence policy which determines the path it will choose as
its best path, while the valley-free and widest-advertisement
policy limit an ASes advertisement policy, which deter-
mines whether the AS will advertise its chosen best path to
a given neighbor. The valley-free and widest-advertisement
polices are also consistent with each other. To see this, rec-
ognize that if ASB from the above description is a cus-
tomer, thenA can advertise any path to it and still main-
tain a valley-free policy. Additionally, ifB is not a cus-
tomer, thenC must be a customer path ifA is following
a valley-free policy. However, ifC is a customer andA
moves to a path through some other neighbor,D, while the
path throughC is still available, then if it is following the
prefer-customer policy,D must also be a customer. And
since the valley-free policy allows customer paths to be
advertised to all neighbors, the widest-advertisement pol-
icy is consistent with the valley-free policy as long as the
prefer-customer policy is also in place.

We note two important issues. First, all of our assump-
tions comply with the commercial incentives of ASes and
most ASes follow these policies for most of their paths
in today’s Internet [12]. Second, we only require the pol-
icy assumptions to hold for the set of paths involved in
the convergence. Specifically, if policies inconsistent with
these assumptions are either not exercised, or utilized only
by ASes or prefixes not involved in the convergence, then
the proofs will still hold. With our terminology settled, we
now prove several lemmas on our way to the theorems.

Lemma A.2. If at time t the primary path from an AS A to
p passes through e, but A knows of a primary or failover
path that does not use e, then A’s failover path to p does
not use e.

Proof. The proof follows from the fact that BGP estab-
lishes destination based routes. Thus, any two paths top
that shareemust share a common suffix beginning withQ
(the AS upstream ofe). On the other hand, if a path does
not containe, then it cannot share this entire suffix. Hence
this path must be more disjoint fromA’s primary path than
any path that containse.



Lemma A.3. If at time t there is any AS A whose primary
path to destination p passes through link e, but who knows
of a primary or failover path that does not use link e, then,
at time t, Q, the AS upstream of e, knows of a failover path
that does not use e.

Proof. As A must be upstream ofQ, let U0, . . . , Un denote
the prefix ofA’s primary path top, whereU0 = A, and
Un = Q. We prove by induction that for 0≤ i < n, Ui ’s
failover path top does not containe, and henceUi adver-
tises a failover path that does not containe to its successor,
Ui+1, on the primary path. For the base case, by assump-
tion and by Lemma A.2,U0’s failover path does not con-
tain e. This failover path is advertised to its successorU1

on U0’s primary path top. For the inductive step, eachUi ,
i > 1, learns of a failover path that does not containe from
its predecessorUi−1. Hence,Ui knows of at least one path
that does not containe, and by Lemma A.2,Ui ’s failover
path, whichUi advertises toUi+1, does not containe. Fi-
nally,Q = Un learns of a failover path from its predecessor
Un−1.

The previous lemma shows that if there exists an ASA
upstream ofQ that knows a failover path att, thenQ will
know a failover path att. The following lemma assumes
the widest advertisement policy and shows that if there ex-
ists an ASA upstream ofQ at t who will know some path
at t + τ , thenQ will know a failover path att.

Lemma A.4. If any AS using a down link will have a path
to the destination after convergence, then R-BGP guaran-
tees that an AS that is using the down link and adjacent to
it knows a failover path when the link fails.

Proof. To prove this, we first inductively prove that at time
t there must exist some ASV whose primary path goes
throughe, but who knows an alternate path that does not
go throughe. We then combine this with lemma A.3 to
prove that at timet, Q must know a failover path that does
not containe.

First let us establish some notation. Suppose that some
AS A uses a path throughe to destinationp at timet and
knows of a pathP0, P1, . . . , Pk to p at time t + τ , where
P0 = A andPk hosts the prefixp. Note thatP0, P1, . . . , Pk

does not containe, becausee is down att + τ . Let i denote
the largest index such that at timet the primary path from
Pi to p passes throughe. (Such an index must exist since
the path fromA = P0 goes throughe at time t.) Now,
proving thatPi will know some primary or failover path
that does not go througheat timet will complete the proof
asPi would satisfy the above constraints forV.

The key to the proof is to show that since each AS in
the sequencePi+1, Pi+2, . . . , Pk advertises a path to its pre-
decessor at timet+τ , it must also do so at timet. The proof
is by induction on the path, starting atPk and moving to-
wardsPi+1. For the base case, we note that sincePk hosts

p, advertises a path toPk−1 at timet+τ and we assume that
ASes do not change their policies betweent andt + τ , it
must advertise a path forp to Pk−1 at timet. SincePk hosts
p, clearly its path does not go throughe. For the inductive
case,Pj , wherei+1 ≤ j < k receives a path fromPj+1 that
does not usee at t, and since it advertises toPj−1 the path
received fromPj+1 at timet+τ , Pj must also advertise one
at timet by the widest advertisement policy. By choice of
i, Pj ’s primary path top at timet does not go throughe, so
the pathPj advertises toPj−1 does not usee.

Now we apply Lemma A.3. Note that by the definition
of i, Pi+1 does not use a path throughe at timet. Since, at
time t, Pi uses a path throughe and knows of a path from
Pi+1 that does not, by Lemma A.3, at timet AS Q knows
of a failover path that does not usee.

Lemma A.5. Between time t and t+ τ , no AS besides
Q changes its primary or failover path to p to one that
uses e, and no AS besides Q changes either its primary or
failover path at all until it knows a primary path that does
not contain e. Furthermore, before Q learns a path to p
that does not contain e, its only change is to set its primary
path to be equal to its failover path.

Proof. At time t BGP is in a converged state when linke
goes down, implying that at timet there are no outstand-
ing updates in the network for prefixp. The first updates
issued byQ carry RCI indicating that linkehas failed. All
updates generated in response to these initial updates also
carry the RCI. Between timest andt + τ there are no other
events, so there are no sources of other updates. Thus all
updates for destinationp in the network betweent andt+τ

are indirectly generated by failure ofe, and contain RCI in-
dicatinge has failed. Hence, Mechanism 2 ensures that no
change to a primary or failover path made in response to
an update can usee, and that no AS will update either its
primary or failover path until it learns a primary path that
does not containe. The only exception to this is ASQ who
moves to forwarding all packets on its failover path from
the time it learns thate is down until it learns an alternate
primary path not containinge.

The next two lemmas build up together to prove in
Lemma A.8 that once an AS learns a valley free path not
containing linke, it will continue to know such a path, and
all packets it forwards will follow such a path. We then
use this to help prove loopfreeness in Lemma A.9 and path
existence in Theorem A.11.

Lemma A.6. Assuming the valley free, prefer-customer,
and widest-advertisement policies, if at time t′, such that
t ≤ t′ ≤ t + τ , an AS P is offered a valley-free primary
path that does not contain e from a customer C, then from
t′ until time t+ τ , C must continue to offer a valley-free
primary path to P that does not contain e. Furthermore,
any packets that P forwards through C must follow a valley
free path that does not contain e.



Proof. Suppose that at timet′ AS P is offered a valley-
free path that doesn’t containe from a customerC. First
observe that any valley-free path offered from a customer
to a provider consists of only provider-to-customer links.
Hence the entire path fromP to the AS that hostsp consists
of provider-to-customer links and does not containe.

We first prove thatC must continue to offer a valley
free primary path that does not containe. Our proof is by
induction along the reverse path fromp to P. We show
that for all time steps betweent′ and t + τ , each AS on
the path offers a valley-free customer path to its provider.
As the base case, the AS that hostsp will never withdraw
the path that it offers to its provider. To show the induc-
tive step, observe that an ASC on the reverse path can
only stop advertising a customer path (that does not usee)
to its providerP for one of four reasons (which we will
now rule out): (0)C moves to a path that containse, (1)
C loses its path and knows of no path at all, (2)C moves
to a path that contains the providerP, or (3) C moves to
a new best-path that it does not wish to offer to the neigh-
bor. By Lemma A.5,C cannot move to a path that contains
e, preventing (0). By induction,C will continue to know a
customer path, preventing (1). Also, sinceC uses a prefer-
customer policy, it cannot prefer a path throughP to the
path it knows through a customer, preventing (2). Finally,
the widest-advertisement policy requiresC to continue ad-
vertising a path toP if it knows of a path from the neighbor
whose path it was advertising toP at timet′. By induction
C continues to know a path from this customer, preventing
(3).

We now prove that any packetsP forwards throughC
must follow a valley free path that does not containe. Let
the path advertised byC to P at time t′ be P0, P1, . . . Pk

with P0 = P, P1 = C andPk hosting the prefixp. If P
were to forward throughC and none of the ASesPi , 0 ≤

i ≤ k were to change their primary paths beforet + τ , P’s
packets will trivially follow a valley-free path. Suppose,
on the other hand, thatPj is the first AS starting fromP
that changes its primary path. By the argument above, we
have shown thatPj+1 will continue to offerPj a valley-free
customer path untilt + τ , so by the prefer customer policy,
Pj could only have changed its primary path to that offered
by another customer! Consequently,Pj will forward P’s
packets along a valley-free customer path.

Lemma A.7. Assuming the valley free, prefer-customer,
and widest-advertisement policies, if at time t′, such that
t ≤ t′ ≤ t+τ , an AS A is offered a valley-free primary path
that does not contain e from a provider or peer, P, then at
each time step from t′ to t+ τ , either P offers to A a valley-
free primary path that does not contain e, or A knows of
a customer path that does not contain e. Furthermore (in
either case), any packets that A forwards through P must
follow a valley free path that does not contain e.

Proof. This proof follows the along the same general lines
as that of Lemma A.6.

Again, we start by proving thatP will continue to offer
a valley free path not containinge, or A will know a cus-
tomer path not containinge. Suppose thatP is a peer ofA.
Then a valley-free path fromP can only be a path that is of-
fered toP from one ofP’s customers,C. By Lemma: A.6,
P will continue to know a customer path fromC until step
t + τ . By the prefer customer policy,P will not move to a
path throughA and thus by the widest advertisement pol-
icy P must continue to offer a path toA. By Lemma A.5,
the path fromP cannot usee.

Now suppose instead thatP is a provider toA. In the
most interesting case,P stops offering a path toA because
it decides to use a path throughA. This can happen only if
A switches to a customer path and advertises it toP. But
then by Lemma A.6,A will know of a valley-free customer
path (that does not usee) until stept + τ .

If at time t′ P offersA a path through a customerC of
P, then by Lemma A.6C will continue to offer a path to
P until stept + τ . By the widest-advertisement and pre-
fer customer policies, then,P will continue to offer a path
through one of its customers toA until stept + τ .

If at time t′ P offers a valley free path toA from a peer
R of P, then by the same analysis as that in whichP is
a peer ofA, R will continue to know a customer path by
Lemma A.6, and by prefer customer and widest advertise-
ment will continue to advertise such a path toP until step
t+τ . By the widest advertisement policy,P must therefore
continue to offer a path toA until stept + τ .

Finally, suppose that at timet′ P offers a path toA that
it learns from a provider. In this case, we follow the path up
from A along customer-provider links until reaching an AS
G that passes a path down to its customer that it has learned
from either a customer or a peer (rather than a provider).
As we have just shown,G will continue to receive a path
from its customer or peer. Now we prove inductively, mov-
ing down the path fromG to P, that each AS continues to
offer a path (that does not usee) to its customer.

To complete the proof, we can show, by induction start-
ing atA, that any packetsA forwards throughP must fol-
low a valley free path to the destination that does not con-
taine. The inductive proof is similar to that for Lemma A.6,
by showing that any AS through whom a packet fromA is
forwarded will forward only along valley free paths.

Lemma A.8. Assuming the valley free, prefer-customer,
and widest-advertisement policies, if at time t′, such that
t ≤ t′ ≤ t+τ , an AS knows a valley-free primary path that
does not contain the down link e, then it will continue to
know at least one valley-free primary path not containing
e from time t′ until time t+ τ , and any packets it forwards
will follow a valley free path that does not contain e.

Proof. This follows clearly from the previous two lemmas.



The following lemma assumes the widest advertise-
ment policy and proves that no loops will form during con-
vergence.

Lemma A.9. Consider a network that is in a converged
state at time t, when a link fails, and converges again at t+

τ . Assuming the valley-free, and prefer-customer policies,
at no time between t and t+ τ do the forwarding tables
contain any loops.

Proof. We say that a valley-free path that does not con-
tain the down link is asafe path. Lemma A.5 proves that
any AS forwarding packets continues to forward along its
old path until it learns a safe path. Thus the path that a
packet travels can be broken into three phases, although it
does not necessarily include either of the first two phases.
In (1), the packet travels along ASes that do not know a
primary path, and are following Mechanism 3a which di-
rects them to continue to forward along their old primary
path. The packet continues like this until it reachesQ, af-
ter which it follows (2) a failover path until it reaches an
AS that knows a safe path. Note, it may reach an AS that
knows a safe path before it reachesQ, in which case phase
(2) is skipped. Finally, it follows (3) a safe path to the des-
tination. Lemma A.8 proves that once the packet reaches
an AS that knows a safe path, it will continue to be for-
warded only to ASes that know a safe path, i.e. once a
packet reaches an AS that knows a safe path it jumps to
phase (3). Additionally, once a packet reachesQ and is
forwarded on a failover path, Mechanism 3a ensures that
it can only leave the failover path once it moves to phase
(3) by reaching an AS that knows a safe path, and thus it
can never return to phase (1). Thus once a packet reaches
a given phase it cannot return to an earlier phase and so we
must only show that each phase individually is loop free in
order to show that the entire path is loop free. Note that in
a later phase a packet may revisit ASes already traversed
in an earlier phase, but it will never loop indefinitely since
a given phase cannot contain a loop within that phase. We
know that phase (1) of the path is a prefixes of a previ-
ously converged paths, because Lemma A.5 ensures that
any AS not in phase 3 continues to use its old converged
primary path. Similarly, phase (2) is just the reverse of the
prefix of a previously converged path, by Lemma A.5 ASes
continue to use their old failover paths as well. Since con-
verged BGP paths cannot contain loops, these phases of
the path must be loop free. Lastly, while the safe path in
phase (3) may change during convergence; Lemma A.8
guarantees that the forwarded packets will always traverse
some valley-free path, and Lemma A.1 proves that valley
free paths must be loop free.

The following theorem proves that as long as the AS
graph does not contain any directed cycles containing only

customer-to-provider edges, then regardless of the policies
of the ASes involved R-BGP cannot deadlock in a state
where some AS is still waiting to send out a withdrawal,
or continues to forward along a withdrawn path.

Theorem A.10. Regardless of policies, in a converged state,
no AS is deadlocked waiting to send an update, and no AS
is forwarding packets along a withdrawn or failover path.

Proof. Mechanisms 3a and 3b allow an AS to delay with-
drawals and continue forwarding packets on its old pri-
mary path if the AS might get a usable path from one of its
neighbors. We prove that regardless of the actual policies
used by the ASes themselves, if any AS is in this delayed
withdrawal state, then there must be some other AS it is
waiting on which can immediately send an update without
waiting. We prove this by showing that any sequence of
ASes waiting on each other must be valley-free and thus
by Lemma A.1 cannot contain a loop. We define a depen-
dency path to denote a sequence of ASesa1, a2, . . . , an,
such that ASai is waiting to hear an update from ASai−1

before sending an update to ASai+1. If an AS, ai in the
dependency path is following a valley-free policy, then ei-
ther ai−1 or ai+1 must be a customer. Thus, trivially, if
all ASes in the dependency path are following valley free
policies, then clearly such a dependency path must also be
valley free and thus loop free by Lemma A.1. The interest-
ing case occurs if some AS is not following a valley free
advertisement policy. Regardless of the policies involved,
however, any AS on such a dependency path must be one
of two types: adelayed ASfollowing mechanism 3b, de-
laying withdrawals to its neighbors, or anunaware ASthat
hasn’t sent a withdrawal because it has not yet heard any
update resulting from the down link. In the following, we
show that for neither type of AS can the dependency go
from a non-customer to a non-customer, i.e., the valley-
free invariant must be maintained.

Mechanism 3b directs adelayed AS, ai , to delay a with-
drawal to neighborai+1, only if it has some other neighbor
ai−1, such thatai may still offer ai+1 a primary through
ai−1. Further, Mechanism 3b directsai to delay a with-
drawal only if it may offer a valley-free path toai+1, thus
eitherai−1 or ai+1 must be a customer ofai. Delayed ASes
may be waiting on other delayed ASes, or unaware ASes.

An unaware AShas not yet heard any update indicat-
ing that the link is down, thus has not sent any update in
response to the down link. If however, an unaware AS is to
eventually send a withdrawal to its neighbor, then its cur-
rent path must contain the down link. Thus while an un-
aware AS is not actually waiting on any other AS, it will
not send a withdrawal until it hears a withdrawal from the
next AS in the path it is currently advertising. This means
that no dependency cycle can contain only unaware ASes,
since at least the AS immediately upstream of the down
link must be aware of link going down.



Thus we can break the loop into segments where each
segment contains a series of delayed ASesaj , aj+1, . . .,
aj+k−1 and then a series of unaware ASes,aj+k, aj+k+1,
. . ., am. By the argument above, each delayed AS,ai must
maintain the valley-free invariant such that eitherai+1 or
ai−1 is a customer. Additionally, since delayed ASes only
wait on neighbors who are advertising them paths with the
valley free bit set, the first unaware AS in the sequence,
aj+k must be advertising a valley free path to the last de-
layed AS,aj+k−1. Sinceaj+k hasn’t yet heard about the
down link, it is effectively “waiting” for a withdrawal from
the next AS in the path it advertised,aj+k+1. But in order
for it to have advertised a valley-free path in the first place,
aj+k+1 must have advertised it a path with the valley-free
bit set, and eitheraj+k−1 or aj+k+1 must be a customer.
And as we continue through the unaware ASes in the se-
quence, each AS,al , in turn could only have advertised a
valley free path if the previous neighbor in the loop, the
neighbor whose pathal is currently using, last advertised a
valley free path, and eitheral−1 or al+1 is a customer. Sim-
ilarly, the last unaware AS in the sequence,am could only
have advertised a valley free path if the first delayed AS
in the next sequence last advertised it a valley free path,
and eitheram−1 or am+1 is a customer. Thus the valley free
property is maintained between segments as well.

Therefore, in no case can the dependence go from non-
customer to non-customer, and so the dependency path
must be valley-free by the definition of valley-free. By
Lemma A.1, valley-free paths never contain a loop, and
thus if any AS is waiting to send an update, then, regard-
less of the policies of the respective ASes, there must be
some AS that can send an update without waiting on any
other AS.

As the the culmination of the preceding lemmas, the
follow proves, assuming the widest advertisement policy,
that R-BGP meets the continuous connectivity guarantee.

Theorem A.11. Consider a network that is in a converged
state at time t, when a link goes down, and converges again
at t+τ .Assuming the valley-free, and prefer-customer poli-
cies, if an AS A knows a path to destination p at times t and
t + τ , then at any time between t and t+ τ the forwarding
tables contain a path from A to p.

Proof. At any given time betweent andt+τ , we can break
down the path fromA to the destination into three phases,
just as we did in Lemma A.9. In the first phase, all ASes
just continue to forward along their old primary paths, and
so no AS will drop the packet for lack of an available path.
If the packet reaches ASQ, then by Lemma A.4 we know
that Q will have a failover path on which to forward the
packet. Then, in phase 2 ASes will continue to forward
along their old failover paths and so again, no AS will drop
the packet for lack of an available path. Finally, when the
packet reaches phase 3, Lemma A.8 proves that the packet

will not be dropped on its way to the destination. Addition-
ally, Lemma A.9 proves that no AS will ever drop packets
because of a routing loop. Thus, we can guarantee that no
packet thatA sends to a neighbor betweent andt + τ will
ever be dropped by any AS through whom it is forwarded,
and thus all such packets must eventually reach the desti-
nation. Thus we must only prove thatA will continue to
forward its own packets.

Recognize that by following Mechanism 3,A will con-
tinue to forward its own packets unless it receives a with-
drawal from all neighbors. Thus we need only prove that
A has at least one neighbor from whom it never receives a
withdrawal.

To do this, we prove by induction that betweent andt+
τ , A will never receive a withdrawal fromP, the neighbor
of A through whomA will forward at timet + τ . Suppose
the path thatP offers toA at t+τ is Pi , Pi+1, . . . , Pk, where
Pi = P andPk originatesp. Then, following the same in-
ductive argument we used at the end of Lemma A.4, we
can see that ifP is offeringA a path att + τ , it must be do-
ing so for the entire period betweent andt + τ . Note that
during various parts of this period the path that it offers
may be loopy, containe, or be a failover path, butP will
continue to offerN some path through the entire period.

Thus we have shown thatA will never receive a with-
drawal fromP betweent andt + τ , and soA will continue
to forward its own packets thus ensuring continuous con-
nectivity.


